
A REVOLUTION IN MOUSSE TECHNOLOGY 

NOT LIKE ANY OTHER MOUSSE 
The number one downfall of every other mousse on the market is their shelf life. From the 
moment that other mousse are made, they are continually deteriorating. Other mousse 
may be half dead - or completely dead - before you try to fit it into your bike!  
BUT NOT WITH RISE MOUSSE! 
 

- RISE MOUSSE are made from an innovative ADVANCED TECHNOPOLYMER material.   
- RISE MOUSSE does not have a shelf life / expiration date! 
- RISE MOUSSE material is extremely durable and long lasting. It does not break down and 
tear like other mousse.  
- RISE MOUSSE material feels firm while resting / cold, but reaches optimum softness after 
warming up (a few minutes of use). 

 

INNOVATIVE DESIGNS 
RISE MOUSSE has created several new designs to enhance the performance of their mousse 
for targeted applications. 
CLIMBER  -  with removable inserts to adjust the psi / feel of the mousse to suit different 
riding and terrain. Racing / Enduro / Trail riding / Extreme Enduro. 
X-EDITION  -  with a special "bubble" design and soft compound for Extreme Enduro. 
CROSS / ENDURO - classic mousse  
design with defined compounds. 
ARIZONA - classic design with special 
Desert / Rally compound and 
low-friction surface. 

100% engineered & made in ITALY 



Part No. psi / feel

RM18140C 6>15psi120/100 > 140/80-18 CLIMBER 

Size / Type

INNOVATIVE DESIGN 
The CLIMBER Mousse allows the rider to add/remove a 
set of inserts to adjust the pressure / feel of their 
mousse to suit the terrain and the type of riding they do! 
 
- Inserts allow for ajustment anywhere between  
6psi > 15psi pressure / feel. 
- Suitable for anything from fast Enduro / Trail riding 
with more inserts in for a firmer compound - to technical 
Extreme Enduro riding with the inserts removed for a 
soft compound. 
 

INNOVATIVE MATERIALS 
- RISEMOUSSE are made from an innovative ADVANCED 
TECHNOPOLYMER MATERIAL.   
- RISEMOUSSE does not have a shelf life / expiration 
date! 
- RISEMOUSSE material is extremely durable and long 
lasting. It does not break down and tear like other 
mousse.  

NOT LIKE ANY OTHER MOUSSE 

*All mousse are supplied with a 75ml Gel. 



Part No. psi / feel

RM18120X 6>7psi

RM18140X 6>7psi

Part No. psi / feel

RM18120E 9>10psi

RM18140E 9>10psi

RM18140A 20>22psi

RM19100MX 17>19psi

RM19110MX 17>19psi

RM2180E 10>12psi

RM2180MX 15>16psi

RM2180A 15>16psi

110/100 > 120/90-18  X EDITION

120/100 > 140/80-18  X EDITION

Size / Type

Size / Type

80/100 > 90/90-21 ENDURO SOFT

80/100 > 90/90-21 CROSS / ENDURO

80/100 > 90/90-21 ARIZONA RALLY

110/100 > 120/90-18 ENDURO

120/100 > 140/80-18 ENDURO

120/100 > 140/80-18 ARIZONA RALLY

100/90 > 110/80-19 CROSS

110/90 > 120/80-19 CROSS

INNOVATIVE DESIGN 
The X-EDITION Mousse has a unique design specifically 
targeted to Extreme Enduro riders. 
 

- Unique "bubble" design helps the tyre grab the terrain. 
- Soft compound further aids traction by allowing the tyre 
to flex to the terrain and create a larger surface area. 
*Only for Extreme Enduro riding. 
 

INNOVATIVE MATERIALS 
- RISEMOUSSE are made from an innovative ADVANCED 
TECHNOPOLYMER MATERIAL.   
- RISEMOUSSE does not have a shelf life / expiration date! 
- RISEMOUSSE material is extremely durable and long 
lasting. It does not break down and tear like other mousse.  

X EDITION 

STANDARD MOUSSE DESIGN 
The ENDURO, CROSS and ARIZONA Mousse are a standard 
mousse design, made with special RISE MOUSSE 
TECHNOPOLYMER materials for longer life. 
 

FRONT MOUSSE 
- Unique ridge on the inside of the mousse seats into the 
rim cavity to reduce tyre roll. 
- ENDURO Soft  compound for use in Extreme Enduro. 
- CROSS compound for ENDURO, MX, and AG use. 
- ARIZONA special compound for Rally / Desert racing. 
 
REAR MOUSSE 
- ENDURO compound for Enduro, Trail, and AG use. 
- CROSS compound in 19" for MX use. 
- ARIZONA special compound for Rally / Desert racing. 

ENDURO  /  CROSS  /  ARIZONA 

INNOVATIVE MATERIALS 
- RISEMOUSSE are made from an innovative 
ADVANCED TECHNOPOLYMER MATERIAL.   
- RISEMOUSSE does not have a shelf life / 
expiration date! 
- RISEMOUSSE material is extremely durable and 
long lasting. It does not break down and tear like 
other mousse.  

ARIZONA MOUSSE    
Desert / Rally  - Special firmer / 
more durable Polymer with Anti-
Friction properties to reduce 
heat build-up and material break 
down under higher heat and load 
from high speed riding.  

*All mousse are supplied with a 75ml Gel. 

*All mousse are supplied with a 75ml Gel. 



RM18120X 6>7psi

RM18120E 9>10psi

RM18140X 6>7psi

RM18140E 9>10psi

RM18140C 6>15psi

RM18140A 20>22psi

RM19100MX 17>19psi

RM19110MX 17>19psi

RM2180E 10>12psi

RM2180MX 15>16psi

RM2180A 15>16psi

RMG0075 RISE MOUSSE GEL 75ML

RMG0500 RISE MOUSSE GEL 500G

RMG1000 RISE MOUSSE GEL 1KG

Find more info at:  www.risemousse.com/eng/

120/100 > 140/80-18 X EDITION

110/100 > 120/90-18 ENDURO

110/100 > 120/90-18 X EDITION

110/90 > 120/80-19 CROSS

100/90 > 110/80-19 CROSS

120/100 > 140/80-18 ARIZONA RALLY

120/100 > 140/80-18 CLIMBER 

120/100 > 140/80-18 ENDURO
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80/100 > 90/90-21 ARIZONA RALLY

80/100 > 90/90-21 CROSS / ENDURO

80/100 > 90/90-21 ENDURO SOFT

THE RANGE 

100% engineered & made in ITALY 

INNOVATIVE MATERIALS 
- RISEMOUSSE are made from an innovative 
ADVANCED TECHNOPOLYMER MATERIAL.   
- RISEMOUSSE does not have a shelf life / 
expiration date! 
- RISEMOUSSE material is extremely durable and 
long lasting. It does not break down and tear like 
other mousse.  

from high speed riding.  *All mousse are supplied with a 75ml Gel. 

*All mousse are supplied with a 75ml Gel. 


